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Vitis Design Methodology

Introduction to Vitis
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Goal

Understand how to improve the performance of the 
system by using hardware accelerators

How to identify functions for acceleration

Be aware of overheads and limitations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this section is to get a better understanding of how we can use a hardware accelerator to improve the performance of a system.This will cover how to identify software functions in our design to target for acceleration, but also overheads, or system limitations which might impact of acceleration potential of a function. 
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Hardware Acceleration: Boosting Application 
Performance
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Without acceleration – serial execution
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With hardware acceleration – parallel execution within and across functions
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Accelerator handles compute-intensive, deeply 
pipelined, massively parallel operations. 

CPU handles the rest 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a starting point, we’ll assume we have a software application running on a CPU. There are five functions, labelled f1,2,3,4,5 which execute sequentially. For compute-intensive applications, deeply pipelined and parallel functions can run much faster on an FPGA, and different, or independent functions can run concurrentlyOn the graph, notice that the length of the bar for each function represents the time it takes to execute. In this example function 2 takes the most time.We’ll now accelerate this application on an FPGA, virtually at least! {CLICK}Function 1 still runs in the CPU. Functions 2, 3 and 4 are moved to the FPGA. We can see the output of function 3 goes to function 4, so there is a data dependency here. Function 4 has to run after 3. There are no data dependencies between function 2 and functions 3 and 4, so they can run concurrently. Function 5 depends on the outputs, and this function remains on the CPU. When implemented in on the FPGA, the function that takes the longest execution time, f2, can be accelerated. There is also some acceleration for functions 3 and 3.   {CLICK}The FPGA can handle compute-intensive, deeply pipelined, parallel operations. The CPU can handles the rest.Inside the FPGA parallellism can be exploited within functions – multiple operations inside function 2 are running simultaneously, and the same in f3 and f4. We also have parallelism across functions – f2 running in parallel with f3 and 4. In addition to raw performance, Xilinx devices can offer other advantages over traditional CPU/GPU architectures, including better performance at lower power dissipation.
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Hardware Acceleration: A More Accurate View
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API calls to interact with the 
FPGA accelerator

Data transfers between the 
host and the FPGA device
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The previous example was a very simple view of a system. Here is a slightly more accurate view of hardware acceleration. The red box represents all the functions on the FPGA to simplify the graph.API calls are required to interact with the FPGA accelerator – to transfer data, and to control the execution of the hardware kernels. There is an overhead associated with these calls.  The data transfers between the host and the FPGA device happens through the PCIe interface. It will take some time to transfer data through this interface depending on the source of the data, the width of transfers, and amount of data that is transferred, and the rate in can be transferred. To take advantage of the FPGA, there should be sufficient system speedup from accelerators to to outweigh any overheads. 
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Boosting Application Performance

Consider overall performance not just individual functions

Target accelerators that will impact end-to-end performance of the application

When working “top down”, identify performance bottlenecks in the application
 Use profiling tools, analyze the “roof line” of a flame graph

f1 f2 f3 f4CPU

It’s better to accelerate 
func2 by 2x…

…than to accelerate 
func3 by 50x
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One key requirement is to consider overall system performance rather than just individual functions. As software or hardware engineers it can be tempting to target what may be considered easier to optimize functions, or functions where we can see big individual speedups. Not all functions impact the system performance equally. From the functions in the graph it should be clear that a modest acceleration of the longest f2 function would be more beneficial to the overall system speedup than an significant speedup of f3.
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Identify Functions with Acceleration Potential

Look for functions where {compute time} is much greater than {data transfer time}
 Good: Monte Carlo – a few inputs, a lot of computations
 Not so good: Vector addition – 2x more inputs than computations

Functions that perform a lot of processing per invocation are preferable over small functions 
that are called many times
 Minimizes API calls and event management overhead
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Accelerators may 
run very fast…

But data transfers and 
API calls add latency
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve seen that accelerators may run much faster on hardware, but if they are not computing a significant workload, the overhead in calling this functions may negate any of the benefits of hardware acceleration. As designers we should look for functions where compute time is much greater than the data transfer time. A good measure for this is compute intensity of a function. This is the amount of computation that needs to be done relative to an amount of data. Vector addition is often used as a simple example when testing accelerators. However, vector addition has a low compute intensity. It reads in two pieces of data for each computation, and the computation is a simple add. It is a nice simple example to test tools, but you may not see good acceleration!Monte Carlo is a good example of an algorithm with a high compute intensity. There are few inputs and a lot of computation. This is a good example of an algorithm that can get significant speed up on an FPGA.Functions that perform a lot of processing per invocation are also preferred to small functions that are called multiple times. Again, there will be some overheard per function call, so if we target longer running functions we can reduce this overhead. We can also try to map the smaller functions into a large hardware kernel and reduce the calling overhead. 
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Know the Constraints

FPGA are highly configurable, but don’t have infinite resources

Start by understanding the characteristics of your target accelerator 

Know what will be the performance ceiling of your application
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exceed PCIe interface 

throughput
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FPGAs are highly configurable, and different accelerator boards are available with different amounts of logic resources and different performance envelopes. However, resources are obviously finite, and there are other limits that we need to take into consideration. First, any hardware kernels must fit into available resources. The data set and memory requirements of the application should also be taken into account. You as the designer should be aware of the available resources, memory hierarchies, and PCIe and memory bandwidths in the system. You should also have an performance estimate for your system. Compute intensity, and roofline models are useful ways to estimate the theoretical performance of your algorithm. 
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Architect the Software Application for Parallelism

Minimize CPU idle time and do other tasks while the FPGA kernels are running

Keep the kernels active, performing new computations as often as possible

Optimize data transfers to and from the FPGA

Threads and asynchronous programming are helpful to achieve this
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Aim to reduce 
CPU idle time

Aim to maximize kernel 
utilization

Aim to optimize data 
transfers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of these techniques will be covered more in later modules. High level goals when accelerating your system, or common areas for optimization include the CPU utilization. If the accelerator is called from the CPU with blocking calls, the CPU may sit idle while the hardware accelerator is running. Where possible, you should aim to maximize the utilization of the CPU. Consider if other operations can be carried out. Similarly, when the CPU is working, you should also try to maximize the utilization of the hardware kernels. If the kernel will be run multiple times, try to perform start new computations as quickly as possible. Pipelining data transfers to the target may be one way to do this. On the host side, thread and asynchronous programming techniques may also help keep the system utilization high. 
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Thank You
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